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Feminist avenues for listening in: amplifying silenced histories
of media and communication
Carolyn Birdsall a and Elinor Carmi b

aDepartment of Media Studies, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands; bDepartment of
Communication and Media, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK

ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a feminist critique of the media and
communication field by offering a different soundtrack to guide
future historical research. By shifting the focus from well-known
protagonists, and acknowledging process and community rather
than individuals, we aim to amplify ‘hidden’ domains of gendered
labour and layers of media technologies and services. We
propose the ‘listening in’ model as a different way to engage
with histories of media and communication, providing four
pathways for how the histories of film, radio and internet in
particular have been theorised and researched. These pathways
focus on multiplicities of expertise, layers of infrastructure, users,
and the media canon. For the first pathway, we show how media
production has always been a collective work of multiple
expertise. The second pathway breaks with the distinction
between media and communication and emphasises reciprocal
processes of media production. For the third, we demonstrate
how media theory and research have tended to assume specific
ideal bodies while ignoring others. For the final pathway, we
propose a rethinking of how media histories and theories are
narrated via the usual protagonists and call for a new canon to
achieve a richer and more nuanced understanding within the field.
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Introduction: how not to tell media history

Austrian actress Hedy Lamarr, born Hedwig Eva Maria Kiesler, is commonly described
as the ‘most beautiful woman in the world’ in relation to her acting career in Hollywood
during the 1930s and 1940s.1 What she is less known for is a key contribution to the
development of Wi-Fi, GPS, cell phone and Bluetooth technologies. Lamarr co-devel-
oped a ‘Secret Communications System’ to help the Allied Forces combat the Nazis
during World War II. By manipulating radio frequencies at irregular intervals between
transmission and reception, the invention formed a code to prevent classified messages
from being intercepted by enemy armies, in what would be called ‘frequency hopping’. It
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was only in 1997 that Lamarr became the first woman recipient of the BULBIE Gnass
Spirit of Achievement Award, a prestigious lifetime prize for inventors.

It is important to remember, acknowledge and teach Lamarr’s contribution to the
development of these multiple technologies. But we want to tell a different story. Too
often when scholars seek to draw attention to historical wrongdoings, we find the
same kinds of storytelling techniques being deployed: a single protagonist who is
framed as the hero; with the main difference being that the hero is a woman, person
of colour and/or queer. We appreciate these efforts and do not wish to silence them.
However, we want to make different theoretical interventions: we seek to critique and
rethink the ways the fields of media and communication studies have conducted research
and framed its narratives. We propose a ‘listening in’ framework, which makes use of
feminist and sound-related approaches, and focus on four main ways to think, research,
and write media and communication differently.

By shifting the focus from well-known protagonists, and following feminist traditions
that acknowledge process and community rather than single individuals, we aim to fore-
ground the hidden layers of media technologies and services. From the field of sound
studies, we draw from Elinor Carmi’s concept of processed listening, which amplifies
the way media ‘involve multiplicities of actors (users, workers, and nonhumans), infra-
structures, channels, and temporalities that vision cannot capture’. 2 Processed listening
underscores both acts of listening and their status as processed: Listening is about an
active decision making about what to focus on and makes a distinction between
different categories, and provides the ability to cross borders and tune into multiple
spaces with attention and direction. Processed relies on feminist technoscience
process-based philosophies that emphasise the way events, phenomena and subjectivities
are never fixed or static but always in the process of being (co)produced. As Carmi
argues, processed listening ‘is conducted in multi-layered media territories that are co-
created by these different actors (human and non-human) and tools’.3 The concept of
processed listening is particularly useful for examining power relations by attending to
(non)humans who are involved in media technologies and the multiplicities of channels
and infrastructures.

Processed listening offers a way to acknowledge the role of hidden workers in the
development of media, and especially their ability to cross physical and sensory bound-
aries, which are also characteristics unique to sound. In doing so, this concept helps to
challenge notions of media processes as automated or ‘naturally’ happening, and
reveals the politics in which these processes are made silent. Attending to these bound-
aries may take the form of infrastructural tuning into multiple material and immaterial
layers, as underscored by recent scholarly accounts of infrastructure as defined by rela-
tionality and the dynamic ‘movement or patterning of social form’.4 But breaking such
boundaries can also encourage us to question and challenge the very definition of
what media are, and thus reconsider what should be included when we examine
media technologies and services. Drawing both on sound’s border-crossing potential
and feminist approaches to process and multiplicities, our aim in this article is to
show the power of telling stories differently, to create a different soundtrack.

Our ‘listening in’ framework focuses on four pathways around multiplicities of: (1)
expertise, (2) layers of infrastructure, (3) users, and (4) the media canon. First, we
amplify how media production has always been a result of the collective work of multiple
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workers and expertise rather than a single male auteur. Second, we break the hard dis-
tinction between media and communication, to include the entanglement of material
and immaterial considerations, and emphasise the reciprocal processes of media pro-
duction. Third, we tune into how media theory and historical research have tended to
assume specific ideal bodies while ignoring others, those that are differently abled, gen-
dered and/or racialised. And finally, we aim to rethink the way media and communi-
cation narratives are framed around the usual ‘stars’ and instead offer
recommendations for an enriched historical canon that offers a richer and more
nuanced understanding of the broader field and its subfields.

The four pathways of ‘listening in’ offer scholars and practitioners tools to create
different media discourses. Our framework can be used in multiple ways, by applying
one, several, or all four avenues, and by using various research methods. The purpose
is not to be restrictive on how to use it, but to encourage other ways of analysing, under-
standing and amplifying the hidden layers and workers of media and communication. As
such, this model serves as a methodological impulse for researchers, and thus expands on
previous work in which the notion of ‘listening in’ was mainly developed in specific refer-
ence to sound and aurality.5

Using the ‘listening in’model as a way to amplify the significance of hidden layers and
collective media work, our analysis engages with several case studies, drawn respectively
from the histories of film, broadcasting, and the internet/new media, across the long
twentieth century. In particular, gendered labour and feminist approaches serve to
guide our argument and we highlight how they contribute to our proposed approach
and analysis. In each case, we conduct a historiographical review of how researchers
have used an object of research or a method that helped tell a different story. Taken
together, our account of ‘listening in’ provides a toolbox to think differently about the
way we conduct research both in terms of what we choose to focus on and the
methods we use. Finally, we evaluate the potential for the ‘listening in’ framework for his-
toricising obscured sites for the production and development of various media, and
unsettling mainstream media histories that continue to focus on inventors, producers
and well-known institutional actors. This then, should be taken as a starting point for
doing media and communication differently.

Rethinking media and communication storytelling

In her famous ‘Cyborg Manifesto’, Donna Haraway challenges various boundaries and
shows how the categories of human, animal and machine, and of material and non-
material, are not distinct from one another.6 In doing so, Haraway encourages us to
re-narrate stories about the body, technology and social interactions in a different
manner from the entrenched patriarchal order. We draw inspiration from Haraway’s
intervention and aim to do similar political work in this paper, seeking to reprogramme
our ways of thinking and doing research in a way that re-orients norms of scholarly
praxis in narrating and theorising media and communication histories. For these pur-
poses, we study various fields of media work across time and space. The cultural and
media industries have long been identified as sectors characterised by gendered work seg-
regation, discrimination and lack of diversity.7 Despite this scholarly recognition, we
suggest that further critical work is needed in examining hidden, ‘below the line’
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media work, both as a theoretical agenda and intervention in conventional narratives of
media and communication history.

This calls for media researchers to tune into other places and relations to gain such
insights. In their research on international networking between women involved in
radio broadcasting during the 1950s, Alec Badenoch and Kristin Skoog highlight the
need to take up viewpoints of labour and workplace relations beyond media-specific
institutional frameworks, since ‘personal correspondence and women’s and feminist
archives might be sites where individuals, and patterns and examples of transnational
broadcasting, can be successfully traced and explored’.8 The authors amplify the way
media histories have layers that need to be gleaned from multiple sources, some of
which are not traditionally media-focused. A good example of such an approach can
be found in Stephen Norwood’s treatment of the complex workers’ unions negotiations
and conflicts between telephone companies and operators during the 1880s to 1920s.9

Here, the unionisation of telephone operators and their struggle to gain work rights
and better conditions helped to shape the way that telephone technology developed,
and pushed these companies to move to the automatic dial system. In terms of method-
ology, Norwood’s study shows the importance of examining not only the material and
business-oriented aspects of a given technology but especially workers’ conditions, the
laws around their work and their negotiations with media companies. Such conflicts
shape the way media and communication companies develop, change and frame their
technologies and services.

Instead of being ‘trapped’ or siloed in gender/race/ability-related media ‘topics’, we
want to take these approaches as a key entry point for doing research and telling
stories on media and communication. We examine media labour and work environ-
ments with feminist perspectives, while also acknowledging the importance of integrat-
ing our ‘media-centric’ findings with larger sociopolitical frameworks and conditions. By
doing so, we posit that such a ‘listening in’ can carve out theoretical and methodological
directions that shape media and communication towards a field of research that provides
intersectional considerations as its central mode of engagement. Such an approach pro-
vides a critical perspective on technologies of the past and the future.

A good illustration can be found in the work of Lisa Nakamura, who examines
additional layers of media development such as labour, tax and (land) resources.10 In
her research on Fairchild Semiconductor, Nakamura amplifies the voices of the
Navajo women and their community contributions to this tech company. In 1965, Fair-
child opened its operations on the Navajo reservation in Shiprock, New Mexico, during
which time hundreds of Navajo women worked in the company’s factories. These women
received low income due to reservations’ special position as being excepted from US
minimum wage laws. As Nakamura argues:

[…] Haraway draws our attention to the irony that somemust labor invisibly for others of us
to feel, if not actually be, free and empowered through technology use: technoscience is,
indeed, an integrated circuit, one that both separates and connects laborers and users,
and while both genders benefit from cheap computers, it is the flexible labor of women
of color, either outsourced or insourced, that made and continue to make this possible.11

This type of exploitation of both women workers and land would later become a model
for many US companies who have outsourced their hardware factories to China, India
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and other Asian countries. These practices - underpaying workers, avoiding high taxes
and exploiting land/resources - have been crucial in enabling companies like Amazon,
Google, Apple and Facebook to secure their dominant position within the global tech
market. Such practices, along with the offshoring of digital waste, are an integral part
of the development of media technologies, infrastructures and their logistics.12 In the fol-
lowing sections we will show how the four avenues of ‘listening in’ outlined here can be
applied in three key media and communication domains, namely in the histories of film,
broadcasting and internet studies.

What to watch for in film history?

How can we think about the multiplicities of labour and infrastructure we discussed
above in the film industry? One of the major aims in feminist scholarship of early
cinema has been to resituate women’s activities in the film industry as a means of unset-
tling the persistent dominance of a concept of the film director as a single male auteur
working in isolation from a production team. One of the explanations for the persistence
of the male genius figure, and the erasure of women from histories of film, is offered by
J. E. Smyth:

male historians tended to edit out women’s roles, leaving them on the cutting room floor of
conventional film histories. These classic “professional” studies of Hollywood would later be
taught in universities as film history emerged as an academic discipline, perpetuating the
belief that women had no creative role in Hollywood save acting.13

This example reiterates that what we research contributes to what we teach and, in turn,
affects how histories of media are thought of and understood within academia and
beyond; they represent a power relation that demands critical interventions into and
reorientations of historical narratives.

When focusing on the collective work of media, Annette Förster argues for a sensi-
tivity to how women co-created early cinema, as authors, producers and directors, and
examines ‘how they adopted, adapted and reworked crafts, genres, styles, and subject
matter’.14 Förster calls for close attention to how work in acting and directing was con-
tingent on collaboration, and thus was enacted in a collective manner. In her analysis,
Förster focuses on women actresses who also produced and directed, and worked
across cinema and popular theatre. This critical intervention redresses our understanding
of distinct roles within the film industry, which may have not been as distinct in the past.
Förster’s analysis also shows that while moving between multiple roles, these women
drew on the unique skills and affordances of each role to inform the others. The study
of this fluidity in the operations of early film industries is highly revealing about how
these professional roles developed historically and in turn affected different stages of
film production and distribution.

In terms of infrastructure development, there is a tendency to focus on technical
‘innovations’ and to present them as a natural progress of the field, detached from
their gendered context. We can ‘listen’ in to such tendencies in the case of the transition
to film sound during the late 1920s, which was bound up with anxieties about (gendered)
voice and vocal performance.15 Emily Thompson shows that the efforts to send US
acoustical engineers to wire cinemas around the world also served as an overt display
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of masculinist technical expertise and framed in cultural-imperialist terms.16 Peeling
back these layers of how these technologies and industries were historically developed
is therefore key to uncovering muted histories of collective and collaborative work and
delineating the gender politics bound up with the ‘birth’ of cinema and the film industry.

In their project of de-mystifying the impact of the ‘great directors’ in the Soviet cinema
of the 1920s and 1930s, Karen Pearlman and Adelheid Heftberger amplify the influence
of women editors, whose work, often uncredited, was devalued as technical rather than
creative.17 They show the challenges of reconstructing this work with a scant archive and
male-dominated historiography. In particular, they demonstrate how different work
practices such as the multiple names given to the editor role and the predominant
notion of sophisticated editing rendered these women professionals ‘invisible’. Exploring
cross-disciplinary methods as a means of reconstructing women’s creative contribution
to the filmmaking process, Pearlman, MacKay, and Sutton examine Elizaveta Svilova and
her collaborative process and innovations to ‘recuperate Svilova’s position as creative
contributor to what are known as Dziga Vertov’s works of genius by showing that
their editing processes are the expert work of a distributed cognitive system’.18 With
the ‘listening in’ framework our aim is to tune in to the creative contributions within pro-
fessional occupations when performed by women and people of colour such as editors,
special effects, visual effects, make-up artists, prop and costume designers, sound design,
stunt doubles and others who are an integral part of the film production.19

Another layer of infrastructure that is usually kept silent in terms of early industry
practices can be found in colouring work, starting from lantern slides and through to
early film prints. This field is one of the earliest areas of production work accessible to
women, premised on notions of female sensitivity to colour and suitability to the delicate
nature of film colouring.20 Such examples of work carried out by unnamed, uncredited
and scantly documented below-the-line workers is indicative of the broader obscuring of
women’s ‘creative work’. As Erin Hill has argued, this calls for more scholarly attention to
workplace participation and agency, while also acknowledging ‘explicit, managerial
motives for hiring women’ in the media industry and how this was governed by ‘implicit,
gender-based expectations’.21 These silent workers have shaped the way we understand
and engage with film and media more broadly, how we interpret it and give it meaning;
their collective work has played an important role in co-creating the way we have experi-
enced media.

In the field of early cinema research, it is striking how little attention is paid to the
contribution of migrants and/or minority communities to these labour markets. In the
US, there are investigations of early histories of African American women filmmakers,
along with actors, performers, and production workers, and the broader context of
African American audiences, cinema-going and black urban modernity.22 This practice
of reconnecting film texts to specific contexts of exhibition and reception has been
explored in recent work on African American women. For example, entrepreneurs
and cinema owners, such as Madame C.J. Walker and her daughter A’Lelia Walker, par-
ticipated in the industry through financially investing in early Afro-American filmmak-
ing from the 1920s onwards, and re-editing films to better cater for their audiences.23

Such acts of selecting and re-working films in cinemas challenges the way we think
about films as a finished product and shows how it is always in the process of being pro-
duced, interpreted and negotiated by different workers in the industry and audiences.
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Moreover, the funding of film production is a powerful media practice that helps shape
who gets to be seen and heard in the domain of media and communication.

So how does focusing on work conditions, industry trade issues and archival practices
help us understand the film industry better? A major preoccupation of early cinema scho-
larship, particularly in the US context, concerns the process described by Mahar as a
‘remasculinisation of filmmaking’ in the period between 1916 and 1928, which was
accompanied by the rise of the studio system in Hollywood.24 In the case of Universal
Studios, as Cooper has examined, we find that the company employed eleven women
as directors between 1916 and 1919, who were almost all replaced by men by 1920,
and whose stories and works are underrepresented in company archives.25 In response,
Smyth suggests that the existing work on women in early cinema has mistakenly led to a
firm belief that women ‘disappeared’ from Hollywood between the 1920s and 1960s, and
thus ‘were not important within the Hollywood studio system and had little creative
control’.26 In contrast to the conventional archives and industry trade publications
used in much early cinema research, Smyth attends to studio archival collections,
union and guild reports, trade papers, local and national reportage to examine the
diverse career paths available to women in Hollywood, and citing statistics that
between 1930 and 1950, forty per cent of film industry employees were women. As
this case shows, a critical listening in to other spaces of work can offer new directions
and insights to women’s key roles in the development of a media such as film.

In methodologically-sensitive engagements with the scholarly practice of feminist film
history, recent interventions have called upon researchers to adopt a critical and self-
reflexive understanding of their own present-day acts of reconstruction of histories of
women’s work in cinema history.27 In other words, the act of ‘discovery’ is insufficient
in and of itself, but should be understood as an opportunity to reflect on the choices
made in how scholars themselves engage with, represent, and narrate historical discov-
eries. Scholars should reflect and re-evaluate on searching for appropriate language to
approach the labour of unnamed thousands as opposed to the reified figure of woman
as ‘pioneer’.28 Similarly, Christine Gledhill and Julia Knight have also called for a sensi-
tivity to reading available sources against the grain, or seeking out unconventional
sources and approaches. Using a more careful reading reveals participation in the film
industry in ways we have not thought about before or encourages a rethinking of the
film medium. 29 One of the important challenges when engaging with women involved
in the various domains of film history concerns the problem of identification from a fem-
inist vantage point in the present day. As Gledhill and Knight suggest:

Thus women’s film history has to perform a delicate balancing act between establishing the
roles women did play in film history and recognition of practices that, arising from women’s
gender positioning, are outwith both feminist politics and traditional concepts of historical
significance.30

This nuanced account echoes Jane Gaines’ recent methodological reflection on the fate of
women in the silent film industries, which encourages feminist film historiography to
acknowledge the limits of historical research, and the methodological considerations
necessary when faced with a dearth of archival materials.31 Rather than seeking definitive
explanations or complete histories, Gaines calls on feminist film historians to reflect on
their own process of searching and narrating historical artefacts, and seek out the
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potential of a historiographic practice based on the lost, unknown and the unnamed,
rather than trying to gain a definitive answer to ‘what happened?’.

Vibrating waves of broadcasting

Most of the literature about the history of broadcasting has mainly centred on aesthetic
and creative innovation in terms of radio conventions, style and genre, usually from the
standpoint of (predominantly male) star announcers/presenters, scriptwriters or pro-
gramme producers. Thus, while the ‘auteur’ legacy in radio is less predominant than
that discussed in the previous section on cinema, there is a similar sense to which author-
ial agency and expertise has been attributed to well-known writers and ‘star’ announcers
in early radio. Acknowledgment of the collaborative nature of creative processes within
broadcasting, or the contribution of a larger collective of employees, particularly within
radio institutions as organisational frameworks guiding programme production, is
lacking.

Radio studies remains a comparatively smaller field within media and communication
research, which is reflected in the scope of scholarship on radio history, as well as
related questions of labour and the gendering of work. Nonetheless, scholarship in
recent decades has been characterised by cultural histories that are mindful of how the
early establishment of broadcasting as a media system and cultural form was predicated
on domestic reception, and bound up with negotiations of gender, feminism and dom-
esticity. Exemplary in this regard are studies sensitive to gendered voice in on-air per-
formance, offering integrated accounts of production, audience and programming.32

Such scholarship has been instrumental in critically evaluating the ‘low culture’ associ-
ations that have historically persisted in the association of broadcast content with the
popular, the everyday, domestic and feminine, such as the genre of ‘daytime’ soap
opera on radio.

What other work-related conditions can inform us about the development of the
radio? More recent scholarship has delved into the concrete working conditions for
women in radio production, and how this relates to specific career paths and employ-
ment. Here we find accounts of the widespread presence of women in a range of pos-
itions, which included typing and secretarial work that was crucial to broadcast
organisations, but also other positions for women that were often less amenable to
career advancement.33 One of the important interventions in this regard is to acknowl-
edge the formal barriers to remaining in employment, such as the ‘marriage bar’ intro-
duced to the interwar British Broadcasting Corporation (B.B.C.).34 Carol Stabile’s
recent monograph also documents the dozens of prominent women who were forced
to leave the US radio and television industries during the 1930s and 1940s due to
being blacklisted under suspicion of ‘Communist influence’.35 Tracing the resulting
exclusion of non-white and non-male voices from media production, Stabile investigates
how ‘media production in the 1930s and 1940s was full of far richer, more varied, and
complex perspectives than what ensued as a result of anti-communist efforts’.36 Stabile
argues that the work and struggles of women serve as an important site to consider
how people of colour and anti-racist whites already endeavoured to offer critiques of
racist stereotypes and underrepresentation, and to recognise that intersectionality was
already a ‘vital part of the field of cultural production in the years before the blacklist’.37
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Media companies’ internal regulations and policy, then, are also highly useful sources in
order to listen in to who gets hired, who retains their jobs, and who is promoted.

In historical accounts of radio, there has generally been less scholarly attention to
questions of infrastructure, such as the specificities of studio space, its technical set-up
or the role of technical staff as creative collaborators.38 However, there is a growing atten-
tion to the crucial sites of work that allow for radio broadcast production to be created,
edited, broadcasted and archived. In organisations like the B.B.C., for instance, the
departments related to archives and documentation were largely initiated or headed by
women.39 In various European settings, a significant number of young women entered
into roles connected to library, archiving and sound technical work before, during and
after World War II.40 New assessments of the institutional archive have suggested a
site of collaborative teamwork and ‘distributed creativity’ even if not officially credited
as such.41 This silenced avenue of enquiry highlights the important creative roles per-
formed by diverse practitioner groups across various stages of the production line in
radio, from the creation of studios through to archives and the various staff engaged
in recording and editing of broadcast sound. Therefore, amplifying such practitioners
can help us think and examine radio as part of a much wider process, rather than restrict-
ing attention to the content of radio programming.

The domestic environment has figured strongly in critical histories of broadcast
culture, as a key infrastructure, if not battleground, in which gender, space and power
relations have been negotiated.42 Under-emphasised in media histories, recent research
has sought to identify how listener preferences and feedback contributed in various ways
to the development of technology, programming and advertising in US network radio.43

In doing so, such research also helps contradict the myth that ‘social media’ only started
in 2004, and that media content is never a finished product but always an ongoing
process of edits and negotiations with multiple actors. Several new studies have
devoted attention to black radio listening audiences previously elided in mainstream
media histories, as well as the norms of audio, visual and textual relations articulated
from the perspective of deaf studies, crip and critical disability studies.44

In terms of mainstream historical narratives and canons, it is crucial to critically con-
sider the importance of archivist selection practices, and keep in mind the multiple
forms of historical exclusion inherent to broadcasting’s institutional practices.45 From
the outset of broadcasting, there was a highly selective understanding of who was included
in radio’s imagined audiences and national public sphere. These conditions had serious
repercussions for broadcast content, who produced it, and how it sounded, and also,
which programmes were pre-recorded or recorded off-air for historic preservation.46 It
is thus essential to critically assess the narrow understanding of the ‘golden age’ of US
radio, to understand the broadcast canon and its limited archive as a ‘feminist issue’.47

Another aspect we want to amplify is that the majority of scholarship has focused on
studies of radio from the perspective of mainstream institutional settings, especially at
large networks in North America, in Western Europe and the United Kingdom. By con-
trast, it is important for media and communication scholars to listen in to other sites and
types of radio, such as pirate radio, low power FM, and other independent/activist media
praxis, which often establish collective and collaborative media production and artistic
practices.48 Community radio figures as a crucial space in media history for enactments
of publicness, protest and public advocacy, whether for migrants, refugees or non-
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dominant languages,49 or in feminist and LGBTQI communities and subcultures.50 Such
attention serves as a critical rejoinder to mainstream broadcasting histories and archives,
yet continue to be neglected in scholarly accounts of ‘radio history’.

Internet from other screens

In this section we examine the not-so-distant history of the internet. A historical review of
this relatively new medium involves different time periods, but mainly focuses on the
period where digital networks started to materialise. In the first decade of internet or
‘new media’ studies, from the middle of the 1990s, there was mainly an enthusiasm and
utopian framing of the possibilities that the internet could offer. Such enthusiasm contin-
ued whenweb 2.0 and social media started to appear from 2004 onwards.51 The focus then
was mainly on showing how the user ‘suddenly’ became empowered to create content,
hence turning into ‘produser’. From 2010 and onwards more critical voices of these net-
works and platforms started to emerge, giving a different history which showed that this
‘empowerment’ comes at a price of turning people into the product.52 But while both of
these waves in internet studies have pointed to interesting developments, they also took
much for granted, such as what ‘empowerment’ exactly means in the internet context;
who gets empowered and who does not; which other layers in these networks influence
what users can do in them; and the labour of those working behind the screen.

The ‘emancipated’ user narrative has been used almost since the beginning of internet
studies. However, in most of these works there was an imagined ideal user with fully
functioning mental and physical abilities. A field that has paid more attention to the vari-
ations in abilities and skills has been that of the digital divide/inclusion/literacy, which
has pointed to the unequal way that many people access, use, and engage with networked
systems.53 In most of this work, there is a particular focus on the social, economic and
cultural contexts which shape people’s access and use of media technologies. Eszter Har-
gittai, for example, has focused on skills as well as people’s social support networks, the
autonomy of use, and levels of skills.54 But while there is an emphasis of inequality that
stems from various societal causes, there is an assumption that there are sets of skills to be
learned and then after acquiring them people will be able to become full members of the
online community. However, such sets of skills do not apply to all people, and requires a
further sensitivity to the diverse abilities that arise from different bodies.

The body is an important entry and departure point for media and communication
because development, use, work and maintenance all revolve around diverse types of
bodies. But while much work in internet studies assumes an ideal body, there is a field
that media and communications studies have been neglecting for years that challenges
such notions - disability studies. Disability studies scholars have called for a greater
awareness of digital inequalities for decades; however, their integration into the core
of media and communication has been somewhat slow, and only recently received posi-
tive attention.55 Gerard Goggin, for example, has analysed disability in the contemporary
developments and discourses of connected cars. He argues that:

an important and rich starting point is historiographical thinking, notably the acknowledg-
ment of the alternative histories and politics of technology systems of mobility associated
with disability, spurred on by disability histories, activism, and emergent work in Crip
technoscience.56
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Disability studies encourage us to interrogate why technologies and internet services
assume particular user’s bodies, and the exclusion of those who deviate from the ideal.
Importantly, it shows us that there are many ways of developing technologies, and
thus invites multiplicity in the understanding of use rather than the narrow view of
user experience (UX) that many online services and apps offer today.

Several feminist scholars have also showed how different designs of information
systems have a bias towards not only the healthy male body, but also to those which
are cis-gendered. One example would be Facebook’s mandatory use of one’s legal
given name which may force trans and other queer people to use their ‘deadname’.57

Scholars have been working on data justice and intersectional feminist frameworks to
include more inclusive designs and fairer processing of media of people of colour,
from marginalised and LGBTQI communities.58 In the context of internet studies, the
consideration of disability and intersectional and feminist approaches is still in its
infancy.59 The complex entanglements of race, class, gender and economic state still
need further investigation. A possible fruitful direction can be found with the field of
Crip feminist technoscience studies.60 Such outlooks emphasise how the internet tech-
nologies and services we use have in-built assumptions and that we should question
and re-narrate how they have been designed and developed. In particular, we should
question and critique the notion that technologies can only be developed in one way;
this involves a renewed imagination for the multiple ways technologies can be made,
and shifting the focus from heteronormative accounts of the past into intersectional
futures.

If early research on the internet focused on content and the possibilities that different
features of the web enabled, in more recent years there has been a shift, tuning into the
multiple layers of this complex infrastructure. There has been a growing incorporation of
feminist approaches to the processual and to multiplicities, especially from scholars of
science and technology studies (STS). The main inspiration here comes from the work
of Susan Leigh Star on the politics of infrastructures, standards and other ‘boring
things’.61 In particular, Star argues that studying information systems is inherently
about infrastructures and that there is a need to ‘surface invisible work’.62 Taking up
this call, scholars such as Janet Abbate, Laura DeNardis and Francesca Musiani show
the importance of different kinds of infrastructure elements which help sustain,
manage, control and shape mundane digital things including internet protocols and stan-
dards as well as peer-to-peer technologies.63 Other scholars in what is commonly termed
‘software studies’, including Wendy Chun and Taina Bucher, amplify the importance of
analysing the politics of interfaces, algorithms and machine learning.64

More recently, scholars such as Safiya Noble show the assumptions baked into algor-
ithms and how these have direct consequences especially for black women.65 With these
more nuanced approaches we can start investigating new avenues of infrastructure,
including interface design, metrics and algorithmic ordering, and the way they shape
how we experience and understand the internet. In addition, we can listen in to how
such ‘boring’ digital things effect and are affected by race, gender, and economic assump-
tions, which can help to amplify obscured histories that inform our everyday uses and
understanding of these technologies.

When it comes to the hidden workers who make different media infrastructures func-
tion in different ways there has been much more attention in the past few years. The field
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of content moderators in social media - the workers who ensure that anything that can be
offensive or harmful as well as damaging to the media company will be filtered out - has
received attention from various scholars.66 Key aspects examined include work con-
ditions, ethical considerations of filtering content, and negotiations between people
about what has been removed. Such research demystifies the ‘magical’ and seemingly
objective work of algorithms, and reveals the decision-making process behind such prac-
tices, and that the people who make these decisions are an integral part of the media
apparatus.

In particular, these avenues of research also emphasise the racial(ised) and gendered
aspects of such work and why it was important for companies to hire such cheap labour
in various parts of Asia, through third-party companies that do not give workers proper
job security, rights or benefits. Importantly, while these media companies’ more presti-
gious workers, the programmers, are often credited for the ‘innovation’ and development
of these companies, it is, in fact, the hidden workers who sustain, maintain and manage
the success of these companies on a daily basis. Such a shift, focusing on maintenance
rather than innovation,67 is necessary not only for internet studies but especially for
researchers in the field of media and communication who seem to have fallen for the
‘engineer specialist’ tale. This shift also means paying more attention to contracts, tax
and labour laws, material resources and infrastructures, affective labour, training and
maintenance, as core, not marginal, aspects of media and communication.

In histories of the internet, the common protagonists come from cybernetics, particu-
larly the names of Claude Shannon, Norbert Wiener and Vannevar Bush. However, Eli-
zabeth Losh tells a different story of Bush, usually credited as the famous inventor of
computing, by shifting the focus to feminised care work.68 Losh avoids focusing ‘exclu-
sively on programmers, engineers, or designers as potential “mothers of invention”’,
because there were other people involved in the development, diffusion, promotion,
coordination of such technologies. As such, Losh aims to amplify the infrastructure
history of technology by focusing on Mina Rees who was considered to be a ‘low
status assistant’, but whose role was central in decision making, which Losh dubs tech-
nological ‘care-work’. Drawing on STS and feminist approaches to infrastructure, Losh
calls for attention to the roles that involve connection, mediation and caregiving as
central to the development of technologies—valuing processes of reproduction and
care rather than innovation.

But while Losh leans on a historiography that focuses on the work of one protagonist,
Joy Rankin shows how the history of the personal computer and digital culture was part
of a collective development by a diverse group of teachers and students working together
on academic computing systems.69 Rankin demonstrates how our understanding of the
singular protagonist in media ‘innovation’ is misleading and that we should broaden our
understanding of media history. Others such as Anna Lauren Hoffmann and Raina
Bloom point to a larger group that was part of digital access, namely, librarians.70 Demys-
tifying the dominant narrative of Google Books, Hoffmann and Bloom argue that the
company’s ‘ideology of access’ is part of a broader ideology of information technology;
we see how librarians’ values of access which centres on complexity, locality, care and
attentiveness to people’s personal needs have been erased as a media practice, and
replaced with Google’s ideology of ‘universal access’. As such, the move to Google
Books has obscured the gendered contribution of women to information systems and
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neglects their professional contribution to the way people access and engage with
information.

Recent works about Chilean, Soviet, and French internet histories have provided
further insights on this technology.71 They have shown how different political regimes
as well as in local, social, economic and cultural contexts, have influenced the way inter-
net technologies were developed and failed in these two cases. These examples are impor-
tant for us to have a better understanding of the different paths that this technology has
had, and importantly, the different paths it can have in the future.

Conclusion: researching media by other means

In this paper we propose ‘listening in’ as a theoretical and methodological framework to
take stock of howwe can domedia and communication research differently. By examining
the gendered work domains of ‘hidden’ or silent workers in media and communication—
from film colourists and editors, to broadcast archivists and sound technicians through to
promoters and content moderators—this article has shown the importance of tuning in to
the ongoing processes within themultiple layers of communication systems. In particular,
we offer the ‘listening in’ framework to examine media and communication through four
pathways: expertise, layers of infrastructure, users, and the media canon. Influenced by
feminist approaches to collective and ongoing processes of production, we argue that
this framework allows us to shift attention into other directions in our research and
how we tell it. It is about thinking and doing media and communication differently.

Throughout this paper we have foregrounded examples of research, ostensibly posi-
tioned as marginal, and argued that such insights should take centre stage in the
history of media and communication. In particular, we advocate for rethinking pre-
viously rigid and fixed categories of media and communication roles, audiences, pro-
cesses, (im)material infrastructures and their local adaptations and contestations.
When it comes to the first avenue of expertise, we suggest focusing on practitioners
who have been historically part of the media industry and production but have not
received credit or acknowledgement. This could be done by tuning in to topics such
as work, labour and union transitions or protests, as mentioned above in relation to tele-
phone operators. The demonstrations and rebellion of the telephone operators against
automating their work were a crucial point in showing the struggles of media companies
trying to devalue hidden gendered labour. These cases can point to important tensions
and decisions to adopt a particular technology or design. These workers can also chal-
lenge how we perceive the ‘finished’ media product by examining its various stages,
including how it may be reciprocal (entanglements between infrastructure, producers,
workers and audiences), and result in complex afterlives and waste.

When it comes to layers of infrastructure, we suggest examining the multi-layered
design of systems, equipment and standards, but at the same time looking for other
aspects of the production line, such as the material used, and place of production and
manufacture. Future research in this vein could expand such concerns to include the
study of formal agreements, laws or policies related to tax, environment and city plan-
ning, or art/cultural policy.

When it comes to users, we argued that researchers should take as a starting point
differently-abled bodies and examine how technologies and their prescribed uses have
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been developed (or not) around their needs. We also amplified the ways in which audi-
ences may have an active voice in shaping media products; this may take the form of
audience feedback, such as film test screenings that often shape the way films are
edited before they are released to a wider audience. Finally, when it comes to the
media canon, we emphasised that it is important to listen beyond the ‘usual heroes’:
the directors, anchormen and internet innovators who tend to receive much of the
focus, to the detriment of the many other stories around collective work, and in its
diversely gendered, racialised and non-Western forms. We also emphasised how these
decisions to focus on a limited pool of auteurs is reflected in archives, popular culture
and newspapers through to research topics and teaching materials. In order to start
telling new stories we need to be critical of our own practice and to challenge hegemonic
knowledge production by offering a different body of knowledge.

‘Listening in’ is a call for action, to reprioritise, refocus, retell and reproduce different
stories and research on media and communication. As scholars we have responsibility to
keep critiquing and evaluating—not only our research objects and subjects but also our
own practices and their consequences. Over the past few years, several initiatives such as
‘decolonizing the syllabus’ and #WomenAlsoKnowStuff have sought to correct the
overtly male and Western-centric academic syllabuses and referencing practices. These
initiatives are important and we adopt them ourselves in our practices. But they are
not enough.

Our goal in this paper has been to take these political sounds and echo them into
several other directions which we believe can serve not only academics but also others
who work on media and communication, including artists, lawyers, activists, journalists
and policy makers. The four avenues of multiplicities that we have outlined in this paper -
expertise, layers of infrastructure, users, and the media canon - are useful tools to anyone
who wants to tell, teach, write, play, create, sing, debate, programme and dance to a
rhythm of inclusive, intersectional, feminist and ethical media and communication
field. These proposals have a powerful political potential for much-needed change in
the way we think and for the narratives we craft about historical pasts and futures, in
and across film, broadcasting and the internet/new media.
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